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VMI RETRAX program completed with automatic builder 

 

VMI now introduces the RETRAX builder, an automatic pre-cured tread applicator, to 

deliver the highest quality and productivity in retreading. Combined in one machine 

lay out, the cushion gum extruder, automatic tread applicator and automatic stitcher 

form the ultimate VMI Retrax machine version available. The automatic alignment of 

the tread on the casing and the automatic and balanced stretching provide a perfectly 

matching splice, guaranteeing an optimum quality. 

 

The new RETRAX builder control system does not require inputs such as tire- and tread 

parameter settings. Based on automatic measurements of the actual carcass diameter and 

tread length, the required stretch to be applied on the tread to assure a good splice, is 

calculated by the machine software. This specified stretch is then applied over practically the 

full length of the tread while the tread is automatically centered. The RETRAX & applicator 

combination is available in several versions, each suitable for a specific capacity range, with 

the largest combination available producing up to 165 high quality retreads per eight hour 

shift.  

 

The new Retrax builder has the following product highlights: 

 Easy set-up, low manpower, high output 

 Automatic skive filling by extrusion-smearing technology 

 Automatic aligning and stretching technology 

 Even stretch application of pre-cured tread 

 

More information can found on our website: www.vmi-rubber.com 
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About VMI 
People feel a real pride when they create technical innovations that keep manufacturers ahead in their 
markets. That’s the passion behind the VMI Group and our work with tires, rubber, cans and care 
products. VMI is a wholly owned subsidiary of TKH Group N.V. (NYSE Euronext Amsterdam, 
www.tkhgroup.com). VMI is the world's leading producer of tire manufacturing machinery, and offers 
global technical support from service centers in The Netherlands, Germany, Poland, USA, Brazil, 
China, Malaysia and Russia. VMI employs more than 1200 people around the world. To learn more 
about VMI Group, please visit www.vmi-group.com. 
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